Selector Tools: Capture a rectangular or circular area in order to copy, cut, delete, move, flip or resize it.

- Double-click - select the whole screen (square) or large oval (circular)
- Option - drag to make a copy
- Command - drag to resize (square selector)

Lasso: Outline a shape. The tool then will hug the shape so you can copy, cut, delete, move or resize it.

Paintbrush: Draw freehand using different brush shapes.

- Double-click - change brush shape
- Shift - paint straight lines

Spraypaint: Spray tiny dots on the screen.

Paintcan: Fill closed shapes in color and pattern you select.

Eraser: Erase using a selected color.

- Double-click - erase whole screen
- Shift - erase in a straight line

Line Tool: Draw straight lines.

- Double-click - change line thickness
- Shift - draw straight lines


- Double-click - fat bits
- Shift - draw straight lines

Rectangle: Draw squares and rectangles.

- Shift - draw squares

Oval: Draw ovals and circles.

- Shift - draw circles

Rounded Rectangle: Draw rectangles and squares with rounded corners.

- Shift - draw squares

Paint Text: Paint text in selected font, size and color.

- Double-click - change text style

Magnifying Glass: Zoom in on an area in the card; you can then use any painting tool.

Eye Dropper: Click on color so you can paint with it somewhere else.